The relation between two time physics (2T-physics) and the ordinary one time formulation of physics (1T-physics) is similar to the relation between a 3-dimensional object moving in a room and its multiple shadows moving on walls when projected from different perspectives.
I. ALLEGORY ON THE RELATION BETWEEN 1T AND 2T PHYSICS
The physical content of 2T-physics and its relation to 1T-physics may be described with an allegory. The allegory is to consider a 3-dimensional object moving in a room and the relationships among different shadows of the same object when projected on 2-dimensional walls by shining light on it from different perspectives. To observers that live only on the walls (similar to living only in 3+1 dimensions) the different shadows appear as different "beasts" (like different 1T-physics systems). But with hard work, observers on the wall will discover enough relationships among the shadows to reconstruct the 3 dimensional object.
The allegory above applies because, due to a richer set of gauge symmetry constraints, 2T-physics in 4 + 2 dimensions with 2 times effectively behaves like 1T-physics in 3+1 dimensions with 1 time, but with previously unsuspected relationships in 1T-physics that are not apparent in the ordinary formulation of physics. Hidden relations among 1T-physics systems, predicted by 2T-physics, provide the observable clues and evidence of the underlying 4 + 2 nature of spacetime.
In the present paper we discuss some such relationships in the context of field theory and provide simple examples of the type of phenomena described above. These are dualities among 1T field theories in different gravitational backgrounds (different 1T spacetimes).
The Weyl and general coordinate transformations that relate the field theories discussed here are familiar transformations and the techniques are buried in old literature. But these transformations were not previously presented as duality transformations, nor were they understood to be part of gauge symmetries that unite the 1T-shadows into a single higher dimensional structure described by a parent 2T theory. We emphasize that the specific physics examples discussed explicitly here were not all familiar as being related by dualities.
We also stress that these simple examples form only a subset of a much larger set of shadows that obey more complicated duality transformations (not just Weyl and general coordinate) which were not known to exist until discovered through 2T-physics.
In this context, the usual Standard Model of Particles and Forces (SM) in 3+1 flat spacetime is regarded as one of the shadows of a parent field theory in 4+2 dimensions.
According to our arguments it is dual to a variety of shadows, some of which are obtained by a series of Weyl and general coordinate transformations. It may be significant that one of the dual shadows is the SM in the Robertson-Walker expanding universe.
II. 2T PHYSICS
While theories with extra spacelike dimensions have been discussed extensively, theories with more than one timelike dimension have been largely left aside. M-theory itself as well as its extensions have provided various signals through supersymmetry stuctures and dualities that extra timelike dimensions could be relevant for an eventual understanding of fundamental physics [1] - [5] . However, it is not an easy step to construct a theory with full fledged extra timelike dimensions due to interpretational issues and most importantly because of the systematic presence of ghosts in the quantum theory. Even the first timelike dimension potentially introduces ghosts in relativistic quantum field or string theories. Experience over half a century shows that the cure, to remove the ghosts due to the first timelike dimension, lies in having the right mix of gauge symmetries to arrive at a unitary and physical theory.
Similarly, Two-Time Physics, in d space and 2 time dimensions, is a general framework for a unitary and physical theory, which is achieved precisely by having the right mix of gauge symmetries. The key element of 2T-physics is the presence of a worldline Sp(2, R) gauge symmetry which acts in phase space X M , P M and makes position and momentum indistinguishable at any worldline instant [6] . This Sp(2, R) is an upgrade of worldline reparametrization to a higher gauge symmetry. It yields nontrivial physical content only if the target spacetime includes two time dimensions, and plays a crucial role to remove all unphysical degrees of freedom in a 2T spacetime, just as worldline reparametrization removes unphysical degrees of freedom in a 1T spacetime.
In the case of spinning particles the worldline gauge symmetry is extended to OSp(n|2) [7] [8] while adding fermionic spin degrees of freedom ψ M in d + 2 dimensions beyond phase space X M , P M . Similarly, for more complicated systems, such as supersymmetric particles and others [9] - [16] , as more degrees of freedom with potential ghosts in d + 2 dimensions are added, the corresponding worldline gauge symmetry is also larger, to insure the unitarity of the theory in the 2T-physics formulation. All extensions of the worldline gauge symmetry must include the key ingredient Sp(2, R), and hence is required to have 2 times.
2T-physics is elevated from the worldline formulation to field theory through the process of covariant quantization. The spin 0,
with the first quantized wavefunctions that obey the gauge symmetry constraints, implying that these fields describe the ghost-free gauge invariant sector of the worldline theory, as long as the constraints are satisfied as on-shell equations of motion. 2T field theory is based on an action principle that generates these constraints as equations of motion, and furthermore extends them with interactions.
The 2T-physics field theory formalism has some features that differ from 1T-field theory formalism, such as a delta function in the volume element δ (X 2 ) d d+2 X and other properties [17] , as outlined below. Thanks to these properties, minimizing the 2T field theory action leads to field equations that reproduce the Sp(2, R) or other gauge symmetry constraints of the underlying worldline action, thus insuring the unitarity of the theory.
In this 2T field theory setup, it has been shown that the usual 1T-physics Standard
Model of Particles and Forces in 3+1 dimensions is reproduced as one of the shadows of a 2T-physics field theory in 4+2 dimensions [17] . The emergent 1T Standard Model, being a 3+1 shadow of the 4+2 theory with more symmetry, comes with some additional restrictions that are not present in the usual 1T formulation, but nevertheless agrees with all known physics. The differences occur only in hitherto unmeasured parts of the Standard Model, in particular the axion and Higgs sectors, so they are of phenomenological as well as theoretical significance, and may provide tests at the LHC or in Cosmology to distinguish 2T-physics from previous approaches.
There are more ways to test 2T-physics at all scales of physics by exploring the multiple 1T-physics shadows and the predicted relationships among them as well as their hidden symmetries that give information on the higher dimensions. Previous work in the context of the worldline formalism displayed many examples of these shadows [18] - [20] . A graphical display of some of these examples can be found at [21] . In our recent paper [22] most of the known shadows were tabulated and useful mathematical formulas that describe them were summarized (see tables I,II and III and related discussion in [22] ).
This avenue of investigation is still in its infancy. The purpose of our paper is to develop some techniques and concepts along this path by elucidating the dualities and hidden symmetries among a subset of these shadows. This subset is represented by 1T field theories in different gravitational backgrounds which are all conformally flat. In our recent paper [22] the dualities and hidden symmetries of a 1T scalar field theory in such backgrounds was discussed. In the present paper we further elaborate on these properties with fermionic fields that carry spin 1/2, and Yang-Mills gauge fields that carry spin 1. It is then possible to discuss a subset of the dualities and hidden symmetries for the Standard Model. We expect that these dualities, together with the future extension of our results to other types of shadows, to be potentially useful for non-perturbative analysis of the Standard Model.
III. 2T FIELD THEORY
2T field theory has been fully formulated at the action level for fields of spins 0, 1 2 , 1 [17] , and to the field equation of motion level for spin 2 [8] and beyond [24] , and has also been supersymmetrized [26] . The scalar field was discussed extensively in our recent paper [22] .
In the current paper, we will focus on the spin- and spin-1 cases.
A. Spin-1 fields
The 2T action for spin-1 Yang-Mills fields is
where Z is an overall normalization constant that will be determined. The dilaton Φ, which drops out when d = 4 in the above expression, is necessary when d = 4 for consistency of constraints or 2T gauge symmetries (see [17] ). The action for the dilaton S (Φ) and its duality properties have already been discussed in our previous paper [22] that described any scalar, including the dilaton. Turning to the matrix valued Yang-Mills gauge field A M in the adjoint representation of the gauge group G, the field strength F M N is defined as usual
Varying the action with respect to the matrix A N results in the expression
where δ ′ (X 2 ) emerges from an integration by parts. Since the delta function δ (X 2 ) and its derivative δ ′ (X 2 ) are linearly independent distributions, minimizing the action δS (A) = 0 for general δA N gives two separate equations of motion for
The two conditions X 2 = 0 and X N F M N X 2 =0 = 0 have been called "kinematical" constraints [17] that parallel two of the worldline Sp(2, R) constraints X 2 = X · P = 0 (applied on states P is a derivative). The remaining "dynamical" equation of motion that contains two derivatives parallels the third Sp(2, R) worldline constraint P 2 = 0. The field theoretic version of these Sp(2, R) constraints 2 evidently include field interactions that are consistent with the familiar Yang-Mills gauge symmetry.
The delta function δ (X 2 ) that appears in the action invites an expansion of every field in powers of X 2 . For the gauge field one can write
where we define
M is the remainder that includes all higher powers of X 2 . As shown in [17] , the action S (A) has also a "2T-gauge symmetry" under the variation
which can be verified (with some restrictions 3 on the local gauge parameter Λ M (X)) by inserting δ Λ A N into Eq.(3.3) instead of the general δA N . This gauge symmetry can be used to thin out the degrees of freedom in A M (X) . In [17] it was argued that there is just enough "2T-gauge symmetry" to remove the remainderÃ M (X) if so desired, thus showing that the gauge fixed fields become independent of X 2 . This amounts to eliminating one spacetime coordinate among the X M .
The strategy to descend to 1T-physics from 2T-physics is then to make gauge choices and solve the two kinematic constraints X 2 = 0, X N F M N X 2 =0 = 0. Upon inserting the solution 2 Taking into consideration the spin degrees of freedom carried by the vector field A M (X), the full set of constraints is actually OSp(2|2) , where OSp(2|2) is the gauge symmetry of the worldline theory for a spin 1 particle [7] [8]. 3 In [17] the 2T gauge symmetry was discussed under the assumption that the remainderÃ M (X) in Eq.(3.5)à priori satisfied a homogeneity condition (X · D + 3)Ã M = 0 (but unrestricted A 0 M ). This condition onÃ M (X) was a partial gauge choice for a larger gauge symmetry, and therefore the gauge parameter Λ M (X) was also restricted by a corresponding homogeneity condition (X · D + 3) Λ M = 0. A homogeneousÃ M (X) made it easier to derive the two separate equations in (3.4) as the unique outcome of minimizing the action. This assumption forÃ M (X) can be dropped at the expense of a more elaborate discussion of the larger 2T gauge symmetry, as will be further elucidated in a separate paper. With this, one arrives again at the same on-shell equations of motion (3.4) . Either way, the conclusions of the present paper remain unchanged.
into the dynamical field equation or into the original action, one realizes that the remaining dynamics is in one less space and one less time dimensions precisely as in 1T-physics field theory, but in a variety of spacetimes. This is then how we obtain many 1T shadows of the 2T field theory.
The interesting phenomena are that there are many Yang-Mills 1T shadows in different emerging 1T spacetimes that materialize from different solutions of the kinematic equations As already mentioned, among the many possible solutions, in the next section we will concentrate on an easier subset of solutions that correspond to conformally flat spacetimes and then explore the dualities among the resulting field theories.
The 2T free field action for spinor fields is given by [17] 
where Z is the same normalization constant as in (3.1), and
using the SO(d, 2) gamma matrix conventions for Γ M ,Γ M in the appendix of [26] . Varying the action gives
where the second term emerges from integration by parts and using
As was shown in [17] , the two terms in the bracket actually need to vanish separately when we require δS (Ψ) = 0 for general δΨ. So the equations of motion are
It should be noted that the action S (Ψ) is invariant under the following "2T gauge transformation"
This is verified (see [17] ) by inserting δ ζΨ in (3.8) instead of the general δΨ. The role of the gauge spinors ζ 1 , ζ 2 are as follows. Due to the delta function we are invited to expand the field in powers of X 2 , thus Ψ = Ψ 0 + X
2Ψ
, where we define
is the remainder that includes all higher powers of X 2 . In [17] it was shown that the gauge parameter ζ 1 that appears in Eq.(3.10) can be used to remove the remainderΨ if so desired.
The remaining Ψ 0 α (X) is then independent of X 2 , however compared to 2 less dimensions it has double the number of spinor components. With the gauge symmetry ζ 2 one can show [17] that half of the degrees of freedom in Ψ 0 α (X) are gauge degrees of freedom while the remaining half are physical. In this role, the ζ 2 transformation is similar to kappa-type local supersymmetry, and it can be used to eliminate half of the spinor components, if so desired.
Interactions of fermions with the gauge fields are obtained by simply replacing all deriva-
, where Φ is the dilaton that does not appear if d+2 = 6. The fermionic gauge symmetry of Eq.(3.10) remains as a valid symmetry in the presence of these interactions, and it will be used to obtain the proper spin- The strategy to descend to 1T-physics from 2T-physics for fermions is then to make gauge choices by using ζ 1 , ζ 2 and solve the two kinematic constraints X 2 = 0 and
Upon inserting the solution into the original action (including interactions)
it is seen that the remaining dynamics has precisely the familiar form of 1T field theory.
As in the case of gauge fields above, various 1T spacetimes materialize from different solutions of the kinematic equations. These emerging 1T field theories in (d − 1) + 1 dimensions, that include scalars, fermions and Yang-Mills bosons, are then dual to each other.
This duality will be illustrated below for a subset of the solutions.
IV. EMERGENT (d − 1) + 1 FIELD THEORY
The strategy described in the previous section to reduce 2T field theory to 1T field theory will be implemented in this section by solving the kinematic equations
The result, which will involve fields in 2 less spacetime variables, will be inserted in the original action to yield the "shadows" in the form of 1T field theories. To solve these equations we follow the footsteps for solving the corresponding constraints X 2 = X · P = 0 in the underlying worldline theory. This involved making some gauge choices for phase space
by using the worldline local Sp(2, R) gauge symmetry. In this way the 1T systems listed in Table-1 In this table the cases marked as (cf ) correspond to conformally flat curved spaces, on which we concentrate in this paper.
The massless relativistic particle in d flat Minkowski space.(cf )
The massive relativistic particle in d flat Minkowski space.
The nonrelativistic free massive particle in d − 1 space dimensions.
The nonrelativistic hydrogen atom (i.e. 1/r potential) in d − 1 space dimensions.
The harmonic oscillator in d − 2 space dimensions, with its mass ⇔ an extra dimension.
The particle on AdS
The particle on the Robertson-Walker spacetime (open or closed universes). (cf )
The particle on any maximally symmetric space of positive or negative curvature. (cf )
The particle on any of the above spaces modified by any conformal factor.
A related family of other particle systems, including some singular backgrounds.(cf )
Table1 -A sample of 1T physics "shadows" that emerge from the flat (d + 2) 2T theory.
The details of the worldline gauge choices for X M , P M was summarized in tables I,II,III in [22] . Those tables provide details for a variety of embeddings of (d − 1) + 1 dimensions into d + 2 dimensions, with distinct forms of "time" and "Hamiltonian" as interpreted in the lower dimension (i.e. the 1T shadows).
In 2T field theory, we cannot choose a gauge 5 for X M like we do for the worldline theory 
dimensions takes the form
where η mn is the flat Minkowski metric in d dimensions including 1 time dimension. Next we choose the embedding by the following parametrization of X M in terms of the 1T spacetime x µ and two other dimensions κ, λ
where the functions σ (x) and q m (x) remain unspecified. Solving for κ, λ and q m (x), in terms of X ± ′ , X m we get the inverse parametrization
Such parametrizations of X M , combined with gauge choices for Yang-Mills gauge symmetry and 2T gauge symmetries (3.6,3.10), lead to the solutions of Eqs.(4.1) as will be shown below.
The physics of the emerging 1T shadows as field theories is anticipated from the corresponding shadows in the classical worldline theory. The improvements in field theory include (i) an automatic resolution of ordering ambiguities of nonlinear terms in the quantization of the worldline theory (see Appendix A), (ii) the inclusion of interactions and (iii) dualities among interacting field theories which may be used as a new tool for investigating 1T field theory.
action generates on-shell equations of motion that reproduce the Sp(2, R) constraints of the worldline theory, as explained in the previous section. These fields which satisfy the Sp(2, R) constraints are then the Sp(2, R) gauge invariant physical configurations.
To implement the 2T→1T reduction for spin-
and spin-1 fields we solve Eqs.(4.1).
We follow the methods of our previous investigation of scalar fields [22] which focused on conformally flat 1T-spacetimes that emerged through the 2T→1T embeddings described by Eq.(4.3). The conformally flat backgrounds, which is only a subset of the "shadows" listed in Table- 1, are those markes as (cf ) including the flat massless Minkowski spacetime, The fields 
Here e µ m (x) is the inverse of the vielbein. The vielbein itself in the reduced spacetime is 6 The special case treated in this paper in Eq.(4.3) embeds d dimesional space x µ space into d+2 dimensional space X M , from which we can figure out the embedding of momentum (derivatives applied on fields as in Eqs.(4.5-4.7)). The more general case embeds not only space x µ , but all of all of phase space (x µ , p µ ) in d dimensions into phase space X M , P M in d + 2 dimensions. Consequently, the emergent spacetimes are not only conformally flat, but much more interesting. Some such examples include the massive particle(s), the hydrogen atom and harmonic oscillator listed in Table- 1. In these later cases the parametrization of X M involves momenta in addition to positions (see tables I,II,III in [22] ). While this is straightforward to implement in the worldline formalism, it is more challenging in the context of field theory, since momenta are replaced by derivatives. For this reason, the field theoretic investigation of this more complicated type of "shadow" is left to future work. We note in particular that the dimension operator X · ∂ that we will need to solve the kinematic equations (4.1) takes a simple form κ ∂ ∂κ
With this parametrization we see that the volume element takes the form
where we have taken into account the Jacobian for the change of variables
It is also worth noticing that, after taking into account the delta function that imposes λ = 
Here g µν (x) is conformally flat since it has the form
Specific forms of σ (x µ ) , q m (x µ ) that produce all of the conformally flat examples included in Table-1 were given explicitly in [22] . As an illustration, we give here the Robertson-Walker case, where a (t) is any function that represents the expanding size of an open universe
This is an example of Eq.(4.13) that is obtained by inserting the following explicit forms of σ (x) and q m (x)
Robertson-Walker expanding open universe (r > 0)
This parametrization of X M (κ, λ, x µ ) given above for the Robertson Walker spacetime is slightly different than the one given in [22] , but is related to it by a simple redefinition of coordinates.
The discussion above is common to fields of any spin. The 2T→1T reduction of the spin 0 case was discussed in [22] , so we now focus on the spin-
and spin-1 cases.
A. Spin-1 field
The kinematic equations (4.1) were first solved by Dirac [27] (see also related work in This determines uniquely the κ dependence of the field as
In the axial gauge (4.19) there is still leftover Yang-Mills gauge symmetry with parameter Λ (λ, x) that is independent of κ. Using this, we can fix the Yang-Mills gauge further, by taking a lightcone-type gaugeÂ
Inserting this in the axial gauge condition 0 = X ·Â = X
X + ′Âm , which may be written aŝ
Given the delta function δ λ − 
where only A µ (x) is the independent component. We now compute the field strength F M N (X) by using the chain rule given in Eqs.(4.5-4.7). After some algebra we find with
The quantity F M N F M N in flat d + 2 dimensions is then reduced to its shadow in curved d dimensions as follows
Recalling also the reduced form of the scalar field from [22] Φ (κ, λ,
we can rewrite the action in terms of the lower dimensional shadow fields in curved space (the subscript "red" indicates that the solution of the kinematic equations are inserted to obtain the reduced action)
In the last step we integrated λ, κ and absorbed an infinite constant by normalizing Z as It must be emphasized that the reduction of the scalar field 8 discussed in [22] produced exactly the same overall normalization Z and gave the action for the conformal scalar φ (x) in the same background metric g µν (x) ,. The conformal scalar action is given in Eq.(A14).
The resulting reduced action S (A, Φ) red is the action for a spin-1 gauge field in a variety of shadow curved spacetimes, all with conformally flat metrics of Eq.(4.14). Note that these shadows of the same (d + 2) theory change as the functions σ (x) , q m (x) are arbitrarily chosen. Hence these 1T field theories must be dual to each other and they must describe the same gauge invariants from the point of view of d+2 dimensions. The duality transformations among such 1T field theories will be discussed in the next section.
B. Spin-
The 2T spin- 
which is solved generally by a homogeneous Ψ of degree
Expanding Ψ in the form Ψ = Ψ 0 + X 2Ψ , we can writeΨ (λ,
. Using the X 2 ζ 1 part of the 2T gauge symmetry (3.10), we can choose the gauge that eliminates the remainderΨ (λ, x µ ) = 0, leading to a λ-independentΨ (λ, x µ ) = Ψ 0 (x µ ). Therefore, Ψ (X) takes the gauge fixed form Ψ (κ, λ,
. Using now the (kappa type) Xζ 2 part of the gauge symmetry (3.10), we can remove half of the remaining degrees of freedom of Ψ 0 . In particular, one can make the gauge choice
With a choice of basis for the flat space SO(d, 2) gamma matrices Γ M (see Appendix of [9] ), the gauge condition Γ + ′ Ψ = 0 forces the lower components of Ψ (equivalent to the first two components ofΨ) to vanish. Therefore, the gauge fixed form of Ψ (X) is
where ψ (x µ ) is an SO(d − 1, 1) spinor andψ (x µ ) is its anti-spinor. We have inserted the extra factor e − σ 2 for later convenience in the interpretation of ψ. we can drop the terms,Γ
We now focus on the term Ψ X D Ψ in the action, where D =Γ
−σ ∂ ∂λ Ψ = 0, and using explicitly our SO(d, 2) gamma matrices we get
where γ m are now the SO(d − 1, 1) gamma matrices in flat tangent space labeled by m.
Next, we apply
gives zero when acting on D Ψ. The other two terms give
As an additional step, we note the identity If we insert our e i µ = e σ ∂ µ q i (x) in this general expression, we recover precisely the special spin connection above. Therefore, the result in Eq.(4.37) can now be written as
where the covariant derivativeD µ includes both the Yang-Mills and the spin connection in
The reduced action in which the kinematic constraints are solved, now takes the form
where we have used again the volume element in (4.11) as well as the previous universal
As in the cases of the scalar and vector fields, the resulting spinor action in Eq. it is evident that such transformations among 1T field theories should be an actual symmetry among the shadows that does not change the physical content, and hence we call it a duality transformation in 1T-physics.
The duality transformations that we will discuss here take the following form
On the left side S σ,qm (φ, A µ , ψ) represents the 1T field theory with scalars, vectors and spinors in a background geometry generated by the functions σ (x) , q m (x) . On the right side the background geometry has been changed to a new oneσ (x) ,q m (x) , and when the dynamical fields are transformed into new ones by a duality transformation (φ, A µ , ψ) → φ ,Ã µ ,ψ , the actions can be shown to be equal. Hence, such a duality transformation is a symmetry of the system. Of course, this symmetry among the shadows is a simple consequence of the fact that either expression is merely a parametrization of the solutions of the kinematic constraints (4.1) of the same 2T action
In 1T physics we now verify directly that the sample cases given in Table- 1, indeed form a set of dual field theories.
We consider the following two types of local transformations of the background functions that relate a subset of the shadow spacetimes to one another.
• First consider replacing the functions q n (x) by new onesq m (x) . This can be implemented by general coordinate transformation in q-space q m →q m (q) , which yields
have the same amount of freedom as q-space reparametrizations, the resulting functionq m (x) can also be built through general x-reparametrizations. Thus we can writẽ
To prove the duality in Eq. (5.1)
we will treat q-reparametrization as general coordinate transformations in x-space.
In that case the background functions σ (x) and q m (x) are transformed like general coordinate scalarsσ
These induce general coordinate transformations on the background geometry
• Now consider changing σ (x) to a new one, leaving q m (x) alone. This can be implemented as followsσ
This induces a scale transformation on both the vielbein and metric
Hence the change σ (x) →σ (x) amounts to a Weyl transformation.
Since the reduced 1T action is formally invariant under general coordinate transformations, we can claim that the action with background (σ, q m ) (x) will be equal to the action with background (σ,q m ) (y (x)) as in Eq.(5.1) provided the fields (φ, A µ , ψ) are also transformed by the general coordinate transformations
This is then the duality transformation that relates actions with the two different backgrounds in Eq.(5.3).
A less obvious duality symmetry is Weyl transformations given by the transformation of the background geometry in Eqs. (5.5,5.6 ) and the following transformations of the dynamical
We will now prove that this is a duality symmetry as in Eq.(5.1).
For the spin-1 action in Eq.(4.30), note that
Then, the transformed action is seen to be invariant 
So it is invariant under Weyl transformations, which proves the duality symmetry when the background and dynamical fields are transformed according to (5.5,5.8) .
Dualities under general coordinate transformations and Weyl transformations of the type above hold for all background metrics g µν , not only for the conformally flat metrics, so is there something more special in the present case, and how would the general case be recovered in 2T-physics? The answer is found by recalling that we have investigated duality
properties of the shadows of a specific 2T-theory.
First, we must emphasize that there are more shadows of the same theory that are not conformally flat field theories, but also participate in similar duality transformations. Those have not been discussed in our preliminary work in this paper as explained in footnote (6), as our main motivation here was to provide some simple examples of the dualities generated by 2T-field theory.
Second, the starting point can be various 2T-field theories, including curved backgrounds in d+2 dimensions rather than the flat background in (4.2) used in our present case. Curved backgrounds in d + 2 dimensions will lead to shadows in more general backgrounds g µν that would not be necessarily conformally flat, but will satisfy the dualities generated by Weyl and general coordinate transformations as in the more general case.
Third, by starting from a specific 2T-theory we can generate only those shadows that capture the underlying properties of that theory. So, the conformally flat spacetimes represented by a subset of shadows in Table- To do so, we will use the same trick as in [22] . The generic field χ µ 1 µ 2 ··· is a shadow in curved space, with metric
This can be related by dualities to the shadow field χ 
Then, the parameters λ (x) , y µ (x) that produce the general shadow spacetime of Eq.(6.1) are precisely λ (x) = σ (x) and y µ (x) = δ µ m q m (x) . Hence by these duality transformations, the generic field χ can be written in terms of the flat-space field χ 0 as in Eqs.(5.7,5.8) 
where P M = −i∂/∂X M is a differential operator as applied on any 2T field, and S M N is the the representation of SO(d, 2) as applied on the spin indices of the fields 
where p m is understood as a differential operator 
Now, by using the duality transformation (6.3), we derive the SO(d, 2) transformation for the fields in the curved background as δ ω χ i (x) = e −wσ Λ j i δ ω χ 0 j (q (x)) . We obtain (here the indices i and the symbol Λ j i is short hand notation for those that appear in Eq.(6.3))
Hence the action of the J M N defined by the last expression is given by the differential
Let us now specialize to the cases of spin-
and spin-1 fields (spin-0 is given in [22] ).
Since ψ (x) = e
β (q (x)) , the SO(d, 2) generators for spin 1/2 fields in conformally flat curved space are given by
m (q (x)) , the SO(d, 2) generators for spin 1 fields in conformally flat curved space are given by
In these expressions to compute the action of p m that appears in J
we just use the chain rule to apply p m on any function of x as follows It is straightforward to see that there is a symmetry as in Eq.(6.18) for each shadow, when presented as an outcome of the higher dimensional formulation, but this symmetry is not so easy to spot for specific backgrounds in 1T-physics field theory. For example, we claim that the emergent field theory in the Robertson-Walker expanding universe has this hidden SO(d, 2) global symmetry, which was not noticed before. The resulting expressions for the hidden SO(d, 2) generators J M N given above are new.
The Robertson-Walker example, as well as all the others listed in Table-1, show that 1T-physics is not equipped to predict the hidden symmetries or dualities. However, within 1T-physics field theory, with hard work and some guidance, one can find new properties, such as the dualities and hidden symmetries descibed above. Within 1T-physics these are the clues as well as the evidence of the higher dimensional nature of the underlying 2T spacetime, as predicted by 2T-physics.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that 1T field theories involving Dirac and Yang-Mills fields propagating in any conformally flat metric in (d − 1) + 1 dimensions can be obtained as the shadows of 2T field theory in flat d + 2 dimensions. This generalizes a similar result for the conformal scalar field as reported in [22] . Since the shadows belong to the same parent theory, there has to be hidden relationships among the emergent 1T field theories. We have displayed some of these hidden relationships in the form of dualities and also in the form of hidden symmetries, which were not previously known to exist for many of the specific examples listed in Table-1. This, of course can be applied to theories with several interacting fields of different spins as is the case of the Standard Model. Indeed the usual Standard model in 3 + 1 dimensions is already known to be the flat Minkowski shadow of a corresponding field theory in 4 + 2 dimensions [17] , and therefore our approach in this paper, which extends also to the shadows of the Standard Model, may find practical applications.
We should emphasize that the particular class of shadow spacetimes that we have discussed only constitutes a starting point. The infinity of possible gauge choices in the worldline formalism suggests a similar richness in 2T field theory. In particular, we would like to extend the theory to allow gauge choices equivalent to those in the worldline formalism which involve mixing of x and p (footnote (6) ). This may result in dualities between local and non-local field theories at least in some instances. It is to be noted that the appearance of mass, coupling and curvature, as moduli in the worldline formalism was related to such gauge choices. Here we have seen examples of 1T field theory where curvature emerged as moduli in the reduction from 2T field theory. This suggests the possibility that mass in field theory might also come as a modulus in the embedding of 3+1 dimensional phase space into 4+2 dimensional phase space. This is a topic which is worth pursuing in more detail.
We also believe that the more general dualities provided by 2T-physics could provide new tools to investigate the properties of the Standard Model, including QCD. For instance, one could use one form of the 1T-physics action to learn some non-perturbative information about the other 1T-physics action. This suggests that we may be able to take advantage of the type of dualities discussed here, and their extensions (as suggested in footnote (6)), to develop non-perturbative tools for analyzing the Standard Model itself as well as its dual versions.
So far, our discussion of field theory was purely classical. Another goal of our program is the quantization of our theory directly in the 2T formulation. This step is obviously necessary in order to fully express the Standard Model as a 2T theory at a quantum level.
This is being pursued in the path integral formalism, taking into consideration the FaddeevPopov formalism for gauge fixing the local symmetries of the 2T-field theory.
Further research on these topics is warranted and is currently being pursued.
